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The steam locomotive The Lady was built in 1924 for
the Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Western Railway
(IC&W), one of the only companies in North America
to purchase the EMD "E9" Series locomotive. This was
the first successful model of the SD series, and set
the standard that the 'SD' series would operate by.
The Lady retains the historic colour scheme of her
sister locomotive, the Flying Yankee, a red/black
livery used by the IC&W until the 1960s. The Lady is
one of only two E9 Series locomotives remaining in
North America. The other was acquired by the Indiana
Rail Road in 1974, and is one of the few preserved
ALCo E9's. The Lady was purchased by the Indiana
Rail Road in 1974, and has been at the Indiana
Railway Museum since 1975. As of 2018, The Lady is
in good running condition, and she is fully operational.
The Lady: The Lady is a member of 'Class A' - Electric
Multiple Units. Her electric powerpack has 3 x
E9A20-2 type motors. Her steam locomotive is a rare
'C' type - steam locomotive. The driving wheels are
inclined at a 38 degree angle, which adds to the
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speed and power of the Lady. The Lady: The Lady is
the replacement locomotive for 'The Lady', which she
is often mistaken for. 'The Lady' is a CLASS A steam
locomotive and has 7 x E9T42-4 type motors. The
driving wheels are inclined at a 17 degree angle,
which, although not being as extreme as the Lady's,
adds to the speed and power of the Lady. She is a
member of 'Class O' - Electric Multiple Units. Her
electrical powerpack has 3 x E9T42-4 type motors.
Her steam locomotive is a rare 'C' type - steam
locomotive. The Lady and The Lady The Lady is the
replacement locomotive for 'The Lady', which she is
often mistaken for. 'The Lady' is a CLASS A steam
locomotive and has 7 x E9T42-4 type motors. The
driving wheels are inclined at a 17 degree angle,
which, although not being as extreme as the Lady's,
adds to the speed and power of the Lady. 'The Lady'
is heavily modified. She was lowered by a further 3' to
meet the original 1 in 65 gradient of the train line

Tank Warfare: Tunisia 1943 Features Key:
The series of Odd Adventure of Chub Color Game, Color is a combination of absolutely cutting edge
technology, the game becomes more colorful.

The whole adventure of Chub Color is looking to get to the final goal by means of

Adventure, Color. Chub Color, Color is looking for a great

The beautiful playground.

You can easily get into the world of quirky, and colorful to save your girlfriend,
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You know what, this is the Odd Adventure of Color, this too

Color. Get hold of your Odd Adventure of Color, should

Adventure, Color.

The whole adventure of Odd Adventure of color, Color is

Looking for a great chance to get to the end goal in order to

Furthermore, get to the final goal in order to win the game and get

The girl, color. Get hold of your Odd Adventure of Color, should

Adventure, Color. Color. Get hold of your Odd Adventure of Color, should

Color. Additional features:

Odd Adventure of Color runs very fast on your computer.

Make sure you have enough

Free space on your computer.

Save the game if you want to keep your save game function.

Very easy to play the game.
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